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ject the application, then Mr. Cam
field Is not bound by his contract with
the board and negotiations will be
declared off.
Tonight, Mr. Camfield, Senator Mc
Creery and possibly Mr. Thompson,
will return to Colorado.
In this connection, The Optic takes
occasion to publish a sketch of Mr.
Camfield, appearing recently in
Denver paper, which will give some
d
idea of who the man is who is
This
the Las Vegas project
article, herewith appended, proves beyond a doubt that If Mr. Camfield undertakes the proposition, he will com
SAYS HE
WASHINGTON REPORT
ing.
EXECUTIVE
MINNESOTA
FORMER
IN
RENDERING
MILLS
plete it beyond the peradventure of a
IS: TO BE THE NEXT U. S.
The prisoners were brought here for JUSTICE
MARIA MARTINEZ STRUCK DEAD
doubt His life history follows:
WILL BE NEXT COMMANDER- DECISION DECLARES HIM INpending the rebuilding
WHILE COOKING DINNER AT
MARSHAL
Who Camfield is
at
house
conrt
SANE
of the county Jail and
STOVE
A.
D.
Previous to his coming west,
Clayton. All are regarded as desCamfield had little advantage In an
perate men, hence the officers took
ENDORSEMENT
SOLID
the pub- HAS
BLASTS DOPE FOR FREEDOM GET DOWN TO BUSINESS educational way. He
HAPPENS AT GUADALUPITA no chances with them.
lic schools In Providence, R. I., and
The Jamisons recently applied for
Chief
left at the age of 16 to work in a groc- PETITION BEARNG THOUSANDS
before
habeas
of
a writ
corpus
DECREE SAYS HE MUST BE RE- VETERANS ENTER UPON ROUTINE
ery store. He worked at this for two
SIDE OF VICTIM'S BODY, FROM Justice Mills, for the purpose of se
OF SIGNATURES SENT TO
ENCAMPMENT
OF
WORK
THE
MATTEAWAN
TO
TURNED
hut
In
their bonds,
years, at the end of which time he
curing a reduction
HEAD TO FOOT, BURNED TO
.
TAFT
AT SALT LAKE
IMMEDIATELY
took what earnings he had and startas yet this hearing has not been held.
A CRISP
ed his Journey toward the sunset,
Now that they are here. It la likely
alone. There was no one to welcome RESIDENT OF SANTA FE
the same will be disposed of. Their
YEAR him when he arrived in Greeley, Cok.,
NEXT
BROKEN GDmQ EAST
HEART
DOG ALSO JSEETS DEATH bonds at present total $10,000 each, MOTHER'S
where he had decided to try bis luck.
in default of which the three brothers
was an utter stranger, without PROSPECTIVE APPOINTEE IS A
are in Jail.
He
CITY, NEW JERSEY,
HER GRIEF PITIFUL IN EXTREME; ATLANTIC
INwho'
Sheriff
NEARBY
accompanied
CANINE STANDING
Garcia,
money or influence. Hut he had courBROTHER OF THE PENNSYL- SURE TO LAND THE 1910 NAHARRY ALSO BITTERLY DISSnyder on the trip as a guard, only
age, and was undaunted. He had the
AT
STANTLY DISPATCHED
VANIA CONGRESSMAN
TIONAL CONVENTION
APPOINTED
last week figured In a sensational
natural and national desire to go InTHE SAME TIME
.
,
to the "millionaire business." and he
shooting affray at Clayton, In which
r"
(Special to The Optic.)
he shot and killed the town marshal
believed
12.
that Colorado offered the
The
12.
Harplay
Y..
Lake
N.
Salt
Aug.
City,
Aug.
White Plains,
12. Following
Aug.
News was brought here today of the there, Pete Barker.
Washington,
Garcia shot In
- to
still
holds
He
this
G.
R.
best
A.
possibilities.
the
ry Kendall Thaw must remain m the time for the delegatesdeath of Miss Maria Martinez, the
it is said, not using bis
closely upon the announcement made
Matteawan asylum for the criminal In- encampment ended this morning when belief. He contends that the saying
source yes
daughter of Luis Martinez, gun until he had been shot through sane. This was in substance the de- the delegates met in executive ses- of Horace Greeley is still good, and here from a
F.
A.
Paul
Walter, of
Mora
that
to
a carpenter at Guadaluplta,
the arm by 'Barker, who is alleged
cision of Justice Isaac N. Mills of the sion in Armory Hall. The day's busi that "the west' offers ten opportuni- terday
named as
be
to
is
N.
M.,
Santa
Fe,
.
county, a settlement 45 miles north have first attacked him. while drunk.
who this morning an- ness included a report of the commit-- ties to every one the east offers, and
court,
supreme
Mexico,
New
for
census
supervisor
of this city. The girl was struck!
nounced his decision in the habeas tee on credentials, reading of the of is the place where the right sort of it 'was learned today that Edward C.
dead by a bolt of lightning at noon PRESIDENT TAFT WILL
will have no trouble in
corpus writ sued out by Thaw's coun- ficial reports, nomination of officers young man
Burke, also of Santa Fe. la to buc-day before yesterday, while standing
URGE SEPARATE STATEHOOD sel, to secure his discharge from the exemplification of the ritual and the making good.
M. Foraker. as United
fam
the
kitchen
stove, cooking
.
by the
When he entered the little agricul ceed Creighton
asylum. Justice Mills dismissed the writ addTess of the commander-in-chiefmarshal for the southwestern
States
ily dinner. A rain storm was raging
were
there
tural community
scarcely
(Special to The Optic.)
of habeas corpus and remanded Thaw It is now generally conceded that
territory.
at the time.
12. Delegate to
Aug.
Van Sant of Minnesota will more than 1,00 souls living there. But
Washington,
of the authorities at
the
custody
Burke, who is a brother of James
un
and
Only a minute before she was struck Cameron, of Arizona, who Is the guest Matteawan
Mr.
Camfield, boyishly eager
tomor
that he be chosen commander-in-chie- f
ordering
asylum,
Francis
Burke, the Pittsburg, Pa.,
to
that
her mother,
the girl remarked
He realiz
of President Taft at the summer cap- be returned to the asylum at onoe. 'n row and Atlantic City as the 1S10 certain, saw opportunities.
became an active candicongressman,
her father would get wet If he die ital at Beverly, wires that the presicould
once,
he
ed
not, at
that
jump
his decision Justice Mills meeting place.
announcing
the
date
for
marshalshlp sever1:1
a
was
not hurry home, when there
into something which would make hin
dent told Judge Ira A. Abbott, of Al ink occasion to declare that hvhis
months ago, and only recently a peti-- '
blinding flash, followed byl a terrific buquerque, N. M.. who was his guest .irinon .TlinK Is insane and hen
rich in a minute, so he patiently set
DRAWS
thousands of signatures
lfMANA-MAt
about what he deemed the shortest tlor., bearing
(clap of thunder as the lightning struck yesterday, that he will recommend in Ehould v'u'er np circumstances hs
of men prominent in the political and
FLATHEAD CLAIM
FIRST
The bolt entered, the chimney, ran his message to the Sixty-firs- t
on
congress
road to fortune by hiring out
business life of New Mexico, was
allbevty.
down the stoTe pipe and eheered' o
ranch for f 18 a month In order to save
separate statehood for New Mexico
Lost Every Point
to President Taft, urging
12.
presented
Alene.
Ida.,
d'
Aug.
Coeur
the
the
unfortunate
in
all
do
will
he
striking
girl
and Arizona and that
enough money to get a start wi
one of the many contentions
Not
It is said that
Burke's
appointment
Flathead
right temple and grounded itelf In the that he legitimately can do to secure made bv Thaw was sustained. In the Drawings for lands in the
This job was the best in eight at !1" this
had much weight with
petition
this
here
reservation
floor' of the room.
Indian
began
statehood for these territories at the formal
time, and he snapped it up eagerly.
opinion declaring Thaw to be
Six thousand names will He knew next to nothing about farm the president, bo unanimous was the
The effect of the bolt on the body coming session. This Is believed to
morning.
now insane, Justice Mills lays great be drawn
expression for the selection of Burke
of Its victim, was horrible. The flesh mean that the boon of
today, tomorrow and Satur
stress
the family's childhood his- day. Each applicant has about one ing, and for the stripling of a lad, soft for this Important federal Job.
on
from head to foot, was literally cooked ment will be given to the territories
effeti life of the east, it was
So far as known there are no other
tory. His determination that the pri chance In fourteen of drawing a quar from the
on that Bide of her body, the hair on In 1910.
soner has not recovered is based prin ter section of land iri the reservation, mighty hard work. There were times candidates for the place, it being genher head burned off and her clothes
when he thought he would perish of
erally understood here and in New
cipally on the evidence of Dr. Amos Joseph Furay, of Warsaw, Ind.. was
set on fire.
OFFICERS IMPLICATED IN
but he fought on, with the Mexico that Burke will be named at
weariness,
of the first
assistant superintendent
Baker,
to
applicant's name drawn
The mother was knocked down by
MUTINY SEVERELY PUNISHED
bright end in view. He had faith in the proper time, which will he late in
Matteawan "All such authorities," he day, getting a claim worth about.
the shock and all that saved her was
the adage of the ultimate victory of the fall, or Just before the expiration
(Continued on Page 4)
Tho constabulthe .fact that she had gone to an Manila. Aug. 12.
earnest, persistent work. In spite of of Foraker's term in December.
In
bolt
before
been
which
the
has
Just
room,
Investigatadjoining
his modest stipend, he managed to! fact, it is said that President Taft has
ary board,
truck. When she recovered and step-e- ing the mutiny at Davao on June sixth,
save money, and after seven months told callers at the White House, who
into the kitchen, she was horrified when a portion of the Second comof work was able to strike out for have Inquired about this Job, that it
by the sight that met her eyes, for pany of constabulary seized the barhimself. Mere boy that he was, r. was settled, and thus discouraged the
there on the floor lay
body of her racks and fought desperately, finally
felt that he could do better as his candidacy of any other man for the
daughter, a sickening smell of burning escaping to the mountains, has reown boss, and his desire to forge place.
TO
flesh filling the room.
commended severe punishment for
was uncommonly stroi
ahead
Grabbing a bucket of x water the the officers in command. The board
' Rented a Farm
BREVETED SPECIAL COLONEL
frantic mother dashed It' on the pro- demands the resignations of Capt.
OF THE NATIONAL GUARD
160 acres,
a
He
farm
rented
of
or
so
,
first
the
year
strate form, extinguishing the flames Platka and Lieut. Dunworth as unfit
This morning IX A. Camfield, capl-- the expense for
more
is
a
little
which
than
garden
In the girl's clothes. As she bent ov- for positions as officers and thej dis- talist of Greeley, Colo.. A. W. Thomp- for repairs, etc., naturally being
M. M. Padgett president and editract in the west. But it was plenty
er the child's form, she saw that the missal of Lieut. Deblaino for unjustly son, of Fort Collins, Colo., and Sen-- i quite heavy.
tor
of The Optic, has been breveted a
con
to
when
you stop
Senator McCreery, in explaining Mr. large enough
lightning's work had been instant and punishing privates and deserting his ator J. W. McCreery, of Greeley, councolonel of the New Mexico
sider
to
special
he
do
all
had
decided
that
to the grant board
painless, for the girl was dead.
post. It also recommends the reduc- sel for Mr. Camfield, appeared before Camfield's plans
national guard by Governor George
work
of
the
land
the
encultivating
by
the
stated
that
this
Las
morning,
A peculiar coincidence of the girl's tion of Lieut. Goicouria to the boltom the board of trustees of the
Curry, and today received his comdeath Is that a little dog playing at of the list of lieutenants and his sus- Vegas grant for the purpose of gineers had determined that it would himself, without the aid of any other mission as such. This commission
human
All
Think
of
it!
alone
to
establish
being.
economical
be
relatively
her feet,' was also killed at the same pension for one month.
outlining the plans of the irrigation
on a farm of 160 acres, with no one was delivered to him by Adjutant Gensystem Mr. Camfield proposes to con- a project to water 35,000 or 40,000
time, its body being literally roasted.
to talk to of nights, no one to cook eral R. A. Ford, Capt Ludwig William
smalla
to
would
irrigate
struct on the grant in return for a acres, as it
The funeral was held yesterday FARMER UNDER OBLIGATION
Ilfeld and Commodore D. C Winters,
acres of land, er area, hence It had been decided to for him or give him a kind word. The
from the Catholic church in Guadalu-pita- ,
TO CONSERVE THE SOIL tract of about 15,000
as a special committee for
e
delegated
was
befarm
twenty-ninmiles
one
distant
in the
which has already been surveyed by make the project a big
burial being in the parish cemThe commission la
that
purpose.
ginning, bo as to meet all conditions from Greeley, hut he considered it as
his engineers.
etery.
Governor
Curry, Territorial
by
signed
Spokane, Aug. 12. That no man
almost
And
within its borders.
Mr.
marked the first for years to come. And this decision
Nathan Jaffa and Adjutant
owns his farm but is only an. agent 'Today's meeting
Secretary
In
Camfield's
was
loneliness
will
not
Mr.
Camfield
from
on
the
of
final proceedings looking
part
PRISONERS BROUGHT TO
General R. A. Ford, and has the great
under obligation to conserve the soil, step in the
to the closing of the contract with deed be joyful news to Las Vegans choice by any means. Pecuniary rea- seal of the
H.
1.
territory affixed thereto.
COUNTY JAIL HERE is the doctrine promulgated by
E.
sons
In
No
one
necessitated
In
cared
it.
this
for
regard Judge
general.
Mr. Camfield and his associates
Bailey, of the New York State Col- the construction of a mammoth reser- V. Long, a member of the board, to take chances with the "green" east Col. Padgett will have the commission
Not a little excitement was created lege of. Agriculture, this morning be- voir and ditch system on the grant, stated this morning that he was cer- ern boy, who hoped for such big framed and displayed in a conspicuous place in the editorial sanctum. It
on the streets this afternoon, ' when fore the Irrigation Congress. He statwhich, if bult, will furnish water for tain the board would be inclined to things. He braved the awful loneli is something out of the ordinary to
six men, handcuffed together and ed that there &hould be a national lr- upwards of 40,000 acres of land. The encourage the magnitude of the pro- ness of the farm for several reasons, be breveted a special colonel, but this
marched ahead of two officers at thejrigation movement but it was not
latter fact was brouught out in to- ject, and he was seconded in his opin- until his profits enabled him to branch Is a fact which CoL Padgett appreof Winchesters, were escorted cessary to develop all the resources
day's discussion of the project be- ion by Jefferson Raynolds, another
ciates all the more deeply.
(Continued on Page 5.)
from the Santa ' Fe station to the at once. It is well, he eald, to have fore the grant board and gives some member of the hoard, who remarked,
to
resources
when
take
the
side.
on
A
the
West
up
press
county jail
idea of the magnitude of Mr. Cam- "tho more land irrigated the better
good sized crowd followed the officers of population comes. He was follow-an- field's proposition, which heretofore
Up to Territorial Engineer
ed by Dr. A. E. True director of gov-There
are some legal Intricacies to
prisoners across the city.
In
dark.
the
been
has
Inquiry developed that the party, ernmental stations.
, ' be settled and other details, which
To Sell Water Rights
It Is the purpose of Mr. Camfield, occupied the attention of the hoard
not only to furnish water to the ac- this afternoon, but before adjourn
tual farmers on the tract to be ac- ment it was the purpose of Mr. Camto
contract
be
a
to
submit
pass
quired by him, namely 15,000 acres, field
btit to also furnish water to settlers ed upon by the board, which contract
HonrK
surrounding his land. Water rights was expected to he either agreed to
who land invigorating fcoainier climate of
will be sold to these adjoining settlers or rejected ny the board. In the coneress from New Mexico, t
's
Washington dispatches yesterday had New Mexico, after tie long siege in
or farmers at say from J30 to $35 event it is agreed to, then Mr.
engineers will at once submit leaving the national capital for his the halls of congress.
an acre, they also to enter Into an
However, Mr. Andrews did express
'( Special to The Optic)
company stated to the court that they agreement to come In and help sup- plans and specifications of the reser- - home at Albuquerque, passed through
- Ian
on
Call
the
La3
this
wUh
12-opinion on the new tariff lawen- morning
In
cham- would take the case to the supreme port and maintain the system, the voir and ditch svstem, together
Vegas
Santa Fe, N. M.; Aug.
I acted at the
.
fornla
Limited.
water
on
special session. lis re- an
for
final
R.
for
under
John
United
of
court
is"
States
application
rights
t,he
settlers
bers here yesterday Judge
done by the
game as
I marked
to!
a
was
at
seated
that
Andrews
it was a good measure
Delegate
McFie overruled the motion1 of the decision. The question as presented other reclamation projects throughout the Gallinas and Sapello rivers,
Bum-iiam-e
I Territorial
omer
ms
anu me vuuuuy sen-wr
vernon
ureuiitue
in
aieiiw
eauug
in
would
&
of
the
motion
the
Power
Engineer
ju
company
Company depend- the west This latter expense
las Vegas Railway
1
1
of-1
as
Into
limited
a whole, and with
taken
the
when
erally,
fast,
pulled
to set aside the decroe of foreclosure. ed largely on the pleadings and' so the range from say 25 to 50 cents an van, to be passed upon by that
considered-firs- t
1
an
Interest
local
ths-this
BO
6taUon,
If
i
the
ficlal.
livery
he
applica-for
cents
Approached
by
as
the
approves
case
of
remain
notice!
merits
the
a
acre
year, probably
whereupon the company pave
I
Mr. Andrews wag looking exceediog- of appeal to the supreme court of New! were at the time the decree ot f r
two or three years, or until theltion, then work will at once be begun.lOptic representative he had lit Mo to
If thnt official re - Kay of pnWlc interest, Other than that 1 ly weli.
i
On
l
the
other
Mexico and counsel representing the) closure was rendered.
hand.
was
established,
permanently
project
which arrived on train No. 1. was
from Clayton, Union county. It consisted of Sheriff D. W. Snyder, of
that county, his jailer, Frank Garcia,
and six prisoners, as follows:
George, Dan and . Horned Jamison,
three brothers charged with murder
in the first degree for the killing of
Fol-oDeputy Sheriff J. I. Kent, near
soma weeks ago; Clarence H. Hamilton, alleged notorious horse thief nd
all round bad man, Coronado Chavee,
awaiting trial on the charge of grand
larceny, and Aloyo Pacheco.j awaiting
Indictment for horse and cattle steal-
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has been living with his widowed
mother in Glenwood Springs, Joined
his brother ten days ago in Salida and
set out for Trinidad in search of work.
It develops that there is a reward of
COAL
$25 offered for the capture of Oscar
for escaping from the reformatory.
Railroad construction, it is expected,
Articles of Incorporation were filed ptrs were drawn so as to Include any
Western railroads have, some of the Antloch. on the Valley division, where will be carried on in the near future
sttocsoJlVecmVeuXy
cut$v:a
biggest orders In their histories before it will be sold. Thus (he large amount at almost the same rate as before the with the state secretary of Colorado contingency.
The districts to be worked by the
eastern manufactories at this time. of the waste material which collects panic. Moreover, a healthy feature Is in Denver Tuesday for the Victor AmVictor American company include
The Denver &. Rio Grande has ordered at each office during the month Is tak the steady improvement in railroad
erican Fuel company, the new corpo those of Trinidad and Walsenburg,
4.000 steel cars and 50 locomotives, of en care of with a little profit to the terminals and in the equipment of
roads with proper signaling systems. ration formed recently to take over Canon City and Gallup, N. il. No
which latter eight are Mallet articulat- company.
on the property of the Victor Fuel com new property was acquired by the pur- may be TaiuaWy &$pettsc4
ed compounds. This company has also
Urakeman Tierce Murphy has re- The undertaking of such work,
ordered 3,000 tons of rails from the turned home from the Idaho land which there is no immediate return, pany and the American Fuel company chase. Altogether the company owns
feel that of New Mexico. The capitalization Is 35,000 acres of land, and employs at
Carnegie Steel company.
drawing, not caring to be present at shows hat the companies
remits vknwprc& are Wss&
The Santa Fe has ordered 7,800 tons an entertainment of that character, their returns are satisfactory enough fixed at $7,500,000, he general offioes present 3.000 men. Mr. Bowen said
to
in
Denver.
be
to
aside
to
them
that all the officers of the new comlay
large
permit
of eteel rails from the Illinois Steel particularly when he stood one chance
The purchase of the two companies pany have worked under him either JutvcWoxtS .wUxcVmuA icoeul
amounts of capital for the permanent
a
in 400 of winning a farm.
company, and the San Diego &
tracks.
mentioned, which was promoted by in one of the other of the old comrailway has placed an order for
Ralph Gbolson, a Santa Fe fireman improvement of their
Is
a
There
George W. Bowen, president of the panies.
that
report
tons of rails, with the prospect that who had been visiting in Las Vegas
The general offices will be In Denmore will be needed in the near fu- from La Junta, has returned to the the Pullman company Intends to cut Victor Fuel company and formerly
ture. The Burlington has ordered
footboard In that city. His visits here some kind of melon for its stockhold- president of the American Fuel com- ver and the officers as follows: G.
box cars and 500 refrigerator cars have become more frequent of late ers. It may be, so far as reports go, pany, was made by the aid of New W. Bowen, president; W. J. Murray,
and general manager,
from the American Car & Foundry and his friends are beginning to smell either a new stock issue, or a cash York capital. Yet In the articles of
Co.
SOLO BY ALL LEADING ORUOOISTS
dividend. In some quarters it is as- incorporation the papers were origin-- ! mining department; W. H. Huff, vice
company, and is also la the market a rat
50' PER BOTTktS
tSX StZXONL- T- RtaUt-0- 0
Wit
for 500
Railroads operating ast from Chi serted that it will be cash. The figures ally taken out in Maine and some half president (sales and traffic depart
flat cars of 50 tons
dozen men in Portland, Me., are nam- ment) ; S. I.
Heyn, vice president and
cago and St Louis are handling an in. of the Pullman company for its last
capacity each.
The fellow who Is all wrapped up
The real secretary; G. F. Bartlett, jr.. treasurThe Moffat road has ordered two creased tonnage in nearly all lines of fiscal year show a surplus of $7,046,787. ed as the incorporators.
In himself Is really a bundle of
In
The
to
Pullman
this
system, er; Caldwell Yeaman, general counsel.
company
November, purchasers, according
big locomotives from the American freight, and they are also getting a
Other officers of the company are:
Locomotive company, and the North- greater return n. shipments from the 1906, distributed a free stock dividend and Mr. Bowen, do not wish themern Pacific, is In the market for 2,000 east to the west, so that the traffic of $26,000,000, or 36 per cent The selves to be known. But Mr. Bowen C. P. Heaton, general sales agent;
Washington's Plague 8po'.s.
freight cars. The Missouri. Okla- movement is more nearly balanced market price of Pullman shares at the declared that they are not Identified John McGowan, purchasing agent; J.
5 with any other coal or steel organiclose
was
at
or
In the low, marshy bottoms of
199,
M.
Lie
yesterday
Blee.
C.
R.
&
was.
Gulf
has ordered 50 cars, and that it
homa
auditor;
Hills, geologzation, with any enterprise west of ist; C. C. Dieter, assistant treasurer; the Potomac, the breeding ground ot
Switchman L. H. Hazlett reutrned points above the opening.
the Idaho & Washington Northern 75.
A flourishing hobo settlement on the the MIssIslppl except the present one, J. D. Sage, cashier
malaria germs. These germs causo ,
' The Union Pacific and
here on No. 1 yesterday afternoon
and assistant
Colorado
Bar-stoor with any' railroad organization.
chills, fever and ague, biliousness.
Southern are other roads that are re- from a trip to Kansas City and went Mojave river half way between
A
Issue
bond
of
to
be
$500,000
inhabited
is
Calif.,
and.Daggett,
put
by
jaundice, lassitude, weakness ind gen
ported to he contemplating heavy pur- to work In the local railroad yard this from
a hundred traveling gen- out and part of it floated immediately
to
fifty
eral debility and bring suffering and
Brakeman
Lee
chases of motive power and rolling morning, relieving
Granulated Sore Eyes Cured.
tlemen
But Eleo-tri-e
of
is
New
the
backers
Mr.
in
the
York.
leisure,
by
giving
people
Crltes, who has been throwing switch
"For twenty years I suffered from a death to thousands yearly.
stock.
of
those two towns and adjoining sta- Bowen declined to say what trust com- bad case
Bitters never fall to destroy them
es , and bumping box cars and flats
of granulated sore eyes, says
on
tions
Santa
a
bank
or
cure malaria trouble. "They aro
Fe
the,
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would
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deal
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pany
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Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky. "In
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new
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February, 1903, a gentleman asked me
II. Isaacs, division baggage agent of
writes R. M.
ever
as
I
will
mines
a
center
he
used,"
of
In
malaria
soon
ment
Colora to
opened
begging and pilfertry Chamberlain's Salve. I bought James of
the Santa Fe coast lines, with head- supplies between La Junta and Albu- ing operations
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do.
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determined to reduce the stock regardless of price. The line consists of several numbers of the
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OF AGRICULTURE
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"To
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promote Liberal and
Practical Education."
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courses in Apiculture and Enguteoiag, this
college oflers alo the following:
1 be department occupies in enure Hoar,
(loi girls),
Boadea rr

v

nine rooms, m one ol the new building.
Tbe roams of this department include weu equipped sewing rooms, cooking laboratory, kitchen,
dining toon office, recitation and test rooms. Met- - te Hall (the girls' dormitory) adords a delightful
home far vouna women atudrnti uiwW th ram tt a Dean ri Women and a Matron.
Stenography and Spanish Stenography. There is always a demand
(or good stenographers, especially those who can write Spanish Shorthand.
Business. College ar.d secondary courses designed to prepare lot business life
in store, bank or office.
General Science. A
college course.
course equal to that of the best city high schools.
Preparatory. A four-ye- ar
Special classes of lower grade for students over sixteen.
The beat place far the student avho muat work hit war through college. During the pai year
the college paid $4,395.03 for student labor. 127 student! earned all or part of then expenses.
The college has elnea buildings, apteadidly equipped laboratories, the beat library in the Territory,
faculty of thirty eight instnirtors, battalion of cadets, cheap and cosstortable living arcommodanoos.
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Are You Thinking
of Buying
a house; a lot? ahorse;
an automobile? a bush
ness? a musical !nstru
MENT? You will serve your own
interest by consulting

Optic Want Ads

The Prodigal's Return.
A well to do American, whose dif
ferences with Us son arising out of
the latter's marriage with a London
show girl were unadjusted for Borne
years, recently indicated in novel fashion his willingness to effect a recon
ciliation with the youth.
The young man had written his father from the British capital, sounding the old man with respect to the
feasibility of his. return to America;
whereupon the mollified parent sent
him a cablegram in these terms:
"Strong, London. Dinner is ready
when you are.
"STRONG, Cleveland."
A Stolen Joke.
The shade of the ice baron had introduced himself to Charon, on the
river trip.
"Quite a roomy bit of water, this
Styx," he commented; "never freezes
over, does It?"
"Not so's to Interfere with navigation," said Charon, smilingly; "and
that very fact gave Me1
phisto the Idea for his favorite Joke."
"You don't say? What's the gag?"
"Why, when a guest In Hades com
plains of the scarcity of ice, the old
boy explains that it s aue to tne ua
nrecedented perversity of the past
winter I

best Summer Styles, all new goods, and are neat comfortable and dressy. Remember, there is at
least two months yet, during which Oxfords will be worn. This fact makes the quoted prices
especially attractive.

The line includes the following leathers

i

in plain Oxfords and ankle strape Oxfords, worth regular $1.50, $1.65, $1.85

and-$2.0-

pair.

YOUR CHOICE
while they last, for only

$1,00 Per Pair,
OUR FALL STOCK
of Ladies', Men's and Children's Shoes is
now complete.
Styles are exceptionally
pretty and attractive this season.
.'
ASK TO SEE THEM

SUEDENE

.

TRADE

For indigestion and all stoniimh
trouble take Foley's Orlno Laxative M
It stimulates the stomach and liver and
regulates the bowels and will positively cure hahttual constipation. O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Tan,

Patent Leather

Active at 87.
This would be unusual news If men
and women would keep themselves
free from rheumatism and all aches
and pains as well as keeping their
muscles and joints limber with Bat
lard'd Snow Liniment. Sold b Center
Biock Depot Drug Co.
Fame may come to a man sudd?rl.r
and go just as quickly.

Black Kid,

Red,

'

MA"K

for cleaning and recoloring Suede Shoes.
Makes them look like new. Comes in two
shades of brown, black and grey.

PERBOX25Ctsy

JS

PEGISTERE0

1809

We are now ready to take your measure for your Fall Suit. Our
new samples are here and never have we had a larger or more attractive line.
,
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The Laziest Mi in The World
dry farming; the agricultural depart- Northwestern railroad west of the ever; nine cases out of ten are causment at Washington has several ex- Wyoming boundary. They are nearly ed by Catarrh, which Is nothing but would not be contented to be kept In
mucous
of
the
an inflamed condition
the house and doing nothing by rheumperimental stations In each arid state, all from Iowa, Indiana and Nebraska, surfaces.
at which a great work is being car- with a few from Missouri and Illinois. We will give One Hundred Dollars atism. Neither are yon, who are al
WHOLESALE GROCERS
ried on. The hundreds of agricul- Many of them are sons qf farmers for any case of deafness (caused by ways busy and active. Then don't neg
out
come
who
have
tural papers publish results which from those states
catarrh) that cannot be cured by lect the first twinge of an ache or
Soeda and Saadara
have been' accomplished and furnish here to start for themselves. There Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir- pain that you might think is Just a
freev
mechanculars,
information, Instruction and advice. Is a sprinkling of clerks and
crick." Rub well with Ballard's Snow
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
P. J. Cheney & Co. Toledo, Ohio. Liniment
and no matter what the
The railways' which run through dry ics.
kinds of Native Products.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
All
is. It will disappear at once.
"The rainfall in this sectjon is Infarming territory have special agents
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- trouble
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Sacks, Hay Presses.
Sold
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
traveling about delivering lectures to creasing. They are getting more rain pation.
of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
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liance. Neb., formerly professor in than the truth.
penter's and wood carving shop at
Abington, Lanarkshire. Here she has
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not only turned out some clever pieces
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the village girls on her husband's es
tate how to fashion wood by hammer
and chisel.
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Lady Colebrooke is a clever sculptor
at
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too and has
Salon. She shares with her husband
it:
a love of all that is artistic and beautiful, and to add to all these varied accomplishments she can drive a four-lnhand and a Russian droschky-and-threM. A. P.
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Colic. Cholera and Diarrhea
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Reduced lac simil.

Acknowledged everywhere to be the most successful medicine in use for Bowel Complaints.
Can be depended upon in the most severe and
dangerous cases.
,7

REMEMBER

ALWAYS CURES
CURES QUICKLY

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED

Anything to Oblige.
They were a very young and obviously bride and brldegroomish looking couple. On entering the little
in 'the upper avenue the maid
tactfully led them te a private room
which chanced to be vacant Tea was
ordered and served. As the waitress
was leaving the room the young man
discovered an Important fault in tbe
service.
"Oh, waitress," he said, "may we
have a spoon?"
"Sure," said the girl; "1 won't come
back for ten minutes, and you can
have the room all to yourselves."
tea-sho-
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LAS VEOAS DAILY CPTIC,

liaU
ud Spanish by the department
of agriculture, under the editorship
of the
of the department, it
ESTABLISHES 187.
is devoted to tbe agricultural Inter
PUBLISHED BY
ests of the Islands, Including Hawaii.
The Optic Publishing Company Some of the titles In tbe two number
In front of us are The Panama Hat
flOOaHBATMl
Industry, Rice CuTtare, Experiments
M. M, PADGETT.
EDITOR with CearaRublwr Trees, The Cultivation of Cocoa and A Study of the
Varieties of Abaca (Manila Hemp).
These articles treat of Industries
tbat can be and are successfully and
Entered at the PoatofOM adTEat! profitably followed In the islands.
eoond-clae- a
Lm Vegas, N M.," a
They are popular In tone, and show
a determination - of tbe department
UAtter.
of agriculture to do all it can for the
rapid development of the islands ana
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
their people. Very little of this sort
Daily
of thing has been done In the south- Pw Tear by Carrier..
17.00
west until within comparatively recent
65
Per Month by Carrier...
years.
Far Week y Carrier
JOi '
As another phase of the general
Weekly.
rtmnnsitfnn thA crrinnl sTstm Aatnh.
One Tear.
.
.
11.00
.
me ruuipinues imiueuiuieiy
iiBueu in .v.
Mop
tbe
Is
after
worth at- L0,
occupation,
tention. It is highly organized Into
'
A PREACHMENT.
and
departments and
"
""
thoroughly competent teachers were
The ways of a paternal government Imported from the United States at
are past finding out. The United government expense, to take charge
States has owned tbe territory which of the work. And from talks we have
lopes to the Rio Grande for moro had with a department school chief
than half a century and has done who spent four years over there, we
nothing, even indirectly, to develop are Justified in Inferring that the
ita resources and improve the condl- - j system has been successful in the
tlon of Its inhabitants. Our educa- - highest degree and has well repaid
tionai problem, and It Is one of the the vast financial outlay.
most difficult, it not the most dlffi-r.-- e
do not w,U(Jtr,, ,
fll1sftnP(V
cult, that has ever confronted a cen-- 1 mellt ot our
possessions, but we can- inu government, nas oeen left to the not refraIn fpom epeculating-usel- ess
lBUuer mercies ana rutue results or, Bs lt
may b&on what New Mexlc0
conui- - n nnrtlcular. and th annthwMr " In
tojuuuiic
tions have been regarded and passed
general has lost by the failure oi
over.
the national government to do Its
TV..., a?....
.1
i
urcaue we nave oeen plain and bounden duty by us. The
loros and masters of the Philippine
lnjury we have suffered and the loss
jsianas ana curing that short time we have sustained are irreparable
our government has taken up the All we can do is to
plod along in the
wane mang ouraen and carried It a
path that etretches before us and belong way forward. The eouthwest is gin ln the middle to solve
com!c
at the door of the national capital and
agricultural problems that would
and the Pacific ocean lies between have been well on a
way toward eo- our west coast, and our eastern
not
if
completely solved, had
-Uwsslons.
The eouthwest has gone they been started forty years ago.
unnoticed' and the Philippines have , And there is no need for
receiving the benefit of the sur- - neSs or discouragement, either.
We
plus energy stored up by the neglect have as fine soil as the Lord ever
of the field close at hand.
piaced on hls footstool and as sturdy
The above remarks are drawn forth and
people as can be
by the receipt at this office of two j found on a Sabbath day's Journey.
numbers of a well gotten up maga- - We are
perfectly capable of working
zlne called the Philippine Agricultural out our own economic and intellec-RevleIt is a well printed period!-- : tual salvation' without more than a
cal of some fifty pages, excellent in j minimum of assistance. But The
and in subject matter. Pub- - tic cannot but think of what
might
llshed monthly at Manila in both Eng-- have been.
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You Meed Our Tan Oxfords
i

A Reminder

.,,.

and You can afford to buy them
15

If anticipating: buying a grift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
Jetvelry, remember we carry only the BEST.
(

Per Cent Eduction

Just thf thing for hot weather

Gorham Silver

;

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.;,. '
Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer;

Hedgcock's

Common Sense Shoe Store
611 Douglas Avenue.

PERCENT on your purchase.

:!"

J.: TAUPERT, Jeweler and Optician.

R.

E. Lag Vegas, N. 31.
against hope that he would be disTHAW BACK TO ASYLUM
charged, and even up to the last min
ute was confident the decision would
(Continued from Page One)
be a favorable one. He was not pres.ays, "are public officers with no con- pared for 'the news that he had lost
ceivable motive but to do their duty." his case. Because of the intense nerThe court says he was more convinc vous strain he has undergone in the
ed by alienists for tbe state than by past two weeks, it is now feared he
those who testified for the prisoner will suffer a complete physical and
and says concerning" Dr. Evans: "I mental breakdown. Again and again
had great difficulty in reconciling his he declared after he had heard Justice
present attitude with the former opi Mills had declared him Insane, that he
nions expressed by him at the trials was perfectly sane, just as sane as the
and in my opinion did not eucceed ln justice himself. Thaw has the sym
pathy of the White Plains authorities
doing so."
Thaw evidently made a bad Impres- where he has always been popular
sion on the judge by his actions on during his visits here since being com'
and off the witness stand, as the opi- mltted to Matteawan.
Mother Suffers Collapse
nion calls special attention to Thaw's
But it was Thaw's mother who took
facial expression while telling of his
the decision hardest of all. Aged by
belief ln White's practices.
her son's trouble and ln poor health,
Orders Better Treatment
The court eays by no means is he anyway, Mrs. Thaw suffered a comsatisfied with Thaw's treatment at plete collapse, when Counsel
he
carried
Matteawan, after his return there in
to
news
hotel. She ather
her
at
October last and says no one could
nerve
to
for the mesherself
tempted
moved
of
be
but
distress
the
by
help
had
for her, susthat
the
attorney
sage
the mother as she told of that treatment
and eays: "It must be understood pecting the worst when he came in perthat Thaw is in an institution, not as son, as she had instructed him to
a criminal' undergoing punishment, as telephone if a favorable decision was
the jury declared him Innocent in the given. It was too much, however,
matter of homicide, but as an unfor- and Mrs. Thaw swooned. She is now
tunate prisoner, afflicted with a men under the care of a physician.
.
tal derangement, to be protected and
guarded with the distinct hope that he "HELL OF A PLACE" TO
ma
ENTERTAIN THE PRESIDENT
ultimately be cured. Therefore
I suggest that he be allowed the privNew Orleans, Aug. 12. Bayou Sara,
ileges formerly given him and that his
mother be afforded every considera- Louisiana, which attracted national attion." The opinion concludes that the tention by the wording of its invita
freeing of Thaw now would be danger- tion to Captain Fremont of the battle
ous to the public peace, safety and ship Mississippi, which read: "Bayou
therefore cannot be permitted.
Sara is a hell of a place to entertain
Thaw Breaks Down
In, but we will do the best we can,"
When the news was carried to Thaw has invited President Taft to spend
at the county jail, fie burst Into tears a few hours in town: on his way down
and sobbed aloud. He had hoped the Mississippi.
,
'

Mors-schaus- er

heart-rendin-

g

"

saves you ten

-:-

600 Douglas Avenue.

-

$3.405.00; southern cows 2.503.85;

REPORTS.

MARKET

St Louis Wool Market
St. Louis, Aug. 12. Wool steady;
territory western
fine mediums,

2328;

mediums,

It

native cows, heifers $2.25 7.00; stockers' feeders $3.005.25; bulls $3.00
4.00; calves
$3.507.00; western
Rteers $40.06.15; western cows $2.50
4.50.

2224; fine, 1319.

Hogs 5,000, 5 to 10 higher, bulk
sales $7.507.65; heavy $7.607.70;
Chicago Provisions
packers' butchers $7.507.70',
light
Chicago, Aug. 12. Wheat Sept. 97 $7.307.60; pigs $5.757.25.
Dec. 94
95; corn Sept. 61
Sheep 3000 steady, muttons. $4,000
Des. 53
oats Sept. and Dec. 5.25;. lambs $6.007.75; range weth
37. Pork Sept. 2045; Jan. 1680; lard ers
$3,755.25; range ewes $3.25
Oct. 1125; ribs Sept. 5.00.
Sept. 1132
7-- 8

1--

8

;.

110; Oct. 1075.
New York Stocks.
New York, Aug. 12. Copper easy;

INDIANA MAN DIES VERY
SUDDENLY WHILE VISITING

standard spot 12901305; lead firm,
430440; bar silver 51; call money 2
Amalprime paper
New
gamated 88; Atchison 120
So. Pac. 136
York Cent 142
steel
Union Pac. 209; steel 77

J. C. Johnsen & Son, the undercalled to
takers, were yesterday
Levy, Christian Miser having passed
away at his farm near that place. Mr.
Miser came from Auburn, Indiana,
four months ago, and at the time of
pfd. 126
his death, was making his homo with
and daughter, Mr. and
his
Chicago Live Stock.
The deceased
Keller.
Mrs.
Clinton
2500 stea-r- y
Chicago, Aug.
sixty-eigof
was
age, and a
years
Texto strong; beeves $4.357.50;
as steers $4.005.50; western steers man of rugged constitution, and hla
death after a very few days' illness,
$4.006.00; stockers' feeders $3.10
was unexpected. The remains were
calves
heifers
cows,
5.15;
J2.256.00;
prepared for shipment, and accompan$5.508.25.
ied by the relatives of the deceased,
10
higher, light $7.35
Hogs 14000,
were today taken to Auburn, Indiana,
7.90; mixed $7.257.95; heavy $7.10
for burial. '
8.00; rough 7.107.35; good choice
heavy $7.35(5-8.00pigs $6.857.7.V SPECIAL SESSION OF CONGRESS
bulk Kile J7 4007.85.
COST UNCLE SAM $500,000
Sheep 10,000, steady, native 3.10
5.10; western '$3.155.10;
yearlings
Aug. 12. It is estimat$4.505.75; lambs, native $6.50(gi7.85; edWashington,
session of
the
that
extraordinary
western $4.75 7.75.
congress cost the American people
Kansas City Live Stock.
The chief Item is mileage
$."00,000.
Kansas City, Aug. 12. Cattle 5000 to senators and congressmen, which
including 3000 southerns, steady; na- amounts to $154,000 for tbe house, and
tive steers $4.507.50; southern steers $47,000 for the senate.

44

4

1--

1--

1--

3--

7--

3--
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things Vou'll Ilced Tor travel, fyotel and Vacation Wear Jlre dere Tn
Unequalled Assortments.
The fortunate ones who journey' from home during the warm weather are now planning the things to be
taken with them and the things to take them in. You'll find this store wonderfully helpful in such cases. Here
are complete stocks of trunks, bags, toilet articles, wearing apparel, etc., that are so essential when one is

mm

'

away.

'

s

We plan carefully to serve the needs of vacationists

and these goods meet all their requirements. Sunshine and seashore meadow and mountain breezes and boats the toot of the train all alluringly invite one
to throw, off the cares of every day life and "go away." There's more to travel, though, than taking of the ticket
pand our store is now full of suggestions that will enhance the comfort and pleasure of your trip.
Tbese Offerings are Hints of How Well We Can Serve Yon and at What Moderate Cost.
--

Sturdy Trunks and Bags

Women's Rain Coats

for which the most ardent baggage smasher
has no terrors. Experienced travelers come
here for their luggage. There's a reason.
The goodness of our stuff extends all the way
through. If the vacation days will bring in
their train the need for trunk or bag the place
to get them is here, the time now.
.

Trunks of all kinds and all sizes, strongly
made, doubly braced, heavy brass protected
corners, rivets go through and clinch, heavy
zinc covered bottom, some strapped, three
hinges, heavy locks best trunks-mad-

20 per cent off
Suit Cases and Bags, all kinds
kind- -at

20 per cent

off

Your name or initials in black or gold (hand
- '"
"work) freeV

Women's Linen Suits

You know your Wardrob is not complete
The pleasant refreshing accessories withwithout a Rain Coat, we show a large assort- out which the kit would be incomplete are
ment in all the new fabrics from which these here together with combs, brushes and other

garments are made. Silk Coats, in blue, tan, needs. Toilet waters, talcum powders, dentri-frice'
and brown, Silk striped Coats all sizes, also
soaps, all ready for the traveler. It is
Cravenettes and Auto Coats. In order to clear not too early to begin laying by for the days
when you catch the travel "ferrer."
quickly we have reduced these Coats to
s,

Do not miss this if you want a

.

Rain Coat
COME EARLY

the best

Toilet Articles

HallvPttce
1

35c Eastman's Talcum Powder.
25c Lyons Tooth Powder
50c Eastmans Perfume
5c Bar Soap, 3 Bars
10c Bar Soap, 3 Bars
Comb,s and Brushes 10

'THE

.

v.

Per Cent Off

'

23c
19c

There is no- dress that takes the place of
the Linen Suit while traveling. Not expen-

sive, easy to clean, comfortable, cool, and
stylish we have a number of these Dresses or
Suits we are going to close out at any price, for
instance, a lot of one piece Dress or Jumper,
blue or tan, some white and most of them
trimmed in buttons or braids, they are worth
$4.50 and7 $5.00.

Special
to Close

12c
19c

r fc:;.

rT

OOAJU

The Better Grades-

,
'

STORE OF QUALITY'

,'

"

-

$6.50 to $7.50, at

S5.00
E. Las Vegas .

.v- -

n.m.

;

All Others OneThird Off

c

.
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Ice CreoLiri

all thi long ptiod of time he never
saw crons loollns finer east of
Dodge City than la the case this season.
Frank Carrooa and wife are at Hotel
methods daring the
La, Pension from Roswell, N- M.; .Mr.
'
many years of our
and Mrs. Ben F. Rupp, St. Louis; J. J.
Only 5 Cents in Ice and 5
dealings have proven
Leach, Milwaukee; L. Friedman, ChiOAPIJAL PAID IH
'
O
I the wisdom of trad- -'
Minutes in Time Rf
cago; F. Sutherland, "the human fly,"!
COO,OOO.CD
While
with
us.
Los
O
Angeles.
I ing
to Make 100 Phtes
Governor Curry and Territorial En
I working for a busi-- "
(
O
li
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
gineer Vernon L. Sullivan left Santa
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
,
ness we have been
O
Ft yesterday for Carrlzozo, thence go
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice Prtaldent
F. B. JANUARY, Atst Cashier.
working for a repuO
Freezer
Cream
Ice
ing to' Lincoln and Roswell to look
wonderful
lA
tation; we have gainover the proposed road to connect ;s beinc shown at our Store. It
ed it and it will be
Carrlzozo ana Roewell via uncoin.
makes Ice Cream on an instant s
'
You no longer have to
George A. M. WUlson, representing notice.
upheld. Every deal"
n"
the Occidental Life Insurance com- - buy ice Cream at "the store, but
with us is a satisfacYOU
THE
SOONER
START
pany of New Mexico, was an arrival you can turn it out at home cheaptory deal we gua- -'
O
In the city last night and will spend er and in less time than the most
rantee that.
to put a little every pay day in the savings bank, the sooner
a month or more here In the Inter-- exoert Ice Cream maker in the
O
youll reach independence and a competency.
ests of this company, writing inaur-- City can do it
WINTERS DRUG CO.
ance.
The little machine is simple in
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
B. F. Hasson is at the Eldorado construction and requires but 5
Main
3
.
...
Telephone
will open an account with you with as little as 11.00 and will
g
Hotel from Washington, D. C; A. J. cents' worth of Ice to make a
9.
Burkhead from Amarillo, Texas; H. hundred plates of Ice Cream m
pay 4 per cent interest on your deposits. Why not open one
BRIDGE STREET
next pay dayT You'll never be any younger and you cannot
C. Earl, from Logansport, Ind.; Mr. five minutes.'1'
'i;
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
be too young to start saving.
The cost' of the machine is
and Mrs. J. J. Begley from Los
Aneeles: Geo. A. M. Willson from moderate in fact, so cheap that
PERSONALS
the poorest family can afford
Albuquerque.
Mrs. B. L. Brooks and children de
Only for sale at
Mrs. E. O. Burch left for the east parted for their home In Denver this
OFFIOK WITH
this afternoon.
THE ROSENTHAL
afternoon, and Mrs. C. W. Allen, of
Miguel
Andv Storz and wife drove home Bisbee, Arizona, left for Raton on a
3c each for full size Jelly Glasses
from Mora today.
Both ladies
visit to Mrs. Fulghum.
from
home
came
Hell
Znma
mi!
had been here visiting their parents, 60c dz. for Mason Fruit
Jars (pints)
Denver last evening.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wertz.
nr. tl Norton reached town from
reservoirs in the South Platte valley.
80c dz. for Mason
BASEBALL SCORES
St. Louis last evening.
When. this had been done, he "filed
Fruit
(quarts)
Jars,
TEAM
FOR
OFF
RIFLE
r
McCarthy is a New Yorker
on them,' to use the legal term. This
SHOOT AT CAMP PERRY 1.00 dz. for Mason
HOW THEY STAND
Castaneda
(half-gallotoday.
the
at
gave him control of the sites, and he
Fruit Jars,
Mexico na
When
reservoirs.
artificial
built
h s. Hardin is a guest at Hotel This afternoon the New
then
on sale at
tional guard rifle team, fifteen strong,
National League.
Castaneda from Merlden, Conn.
he started into this line he gava up
ROSENTHAL '
THE'
2
No.
Won.Lost.Pct.
for
on
Ohio,
Port
left
Clinton,
from
Isidore Sanders Is In the city
his ranching business and devoted all
to
Is
71 27 .725
where
situated,
par
a
Camp
Perry
liquor
Trinidad today, representing
n
$2.75 For
Top Mat his time to the irrigation problem. Pittsburg
67 31 .684
ticipate In the national rifle shoot
in
his
Chicago
take
to
house .
was
pay
He
obliged
tresses, full size, only at
oc
team
now
In
The
57 37. .606
there.
progress
New
York
Russell,
Mrs. Ida Chenea and son,
bonds given by the district in which
THE ROSENTHAL
48 50- .490
f f If'
I
VI.
Cincinnati
he
for
these
are at home from a visit to friends In cupied a special Pullman car and was
and
the work wa3 done,
53 .459
In command of Adjutant General R. $4.95 for $7.50
45
Mat
Philadelphia
had to find his own market
Albuquerque.
40 56 .417
St. Loula
Hubert Sund Is here from Topeka, A. Ford, as team captain, and Col. E.
tresses, full size,
Capitalists in the east saw the
36 62 .367
other
than
C.
Those
coach.
as
Abbott
only at
soundness of the scheme, and he Brooklyn
visiting his father, N. P. Sund, troth
were:
74 .260
left
who
named
26'
officers
the
Boston
era and sister.
found a ready market for the securl
F,
Capt. Carlos VIerra. Company
H. J. Hagerman and Charles
now
held
are
by capitalists
ties, which
Dancing Class
American League.
Maxwell are 'guests at the Castaneda Santa Fa
in this country, as well as France and
for Adults next Friday night a- Won.LostPct.
Capt.' P. E. Dessauer, Company D,
Trom Roswell, N. M.
England.
'
41
.603
8:00.
.62
Silver
Cit.
Detroit
Father of Greeley
Attorneys W. G. Haydon and Chas.
M.
Y.
A.
C.
41
A,
Opposite
.602
62
First Lieutenant Ames, Company
from
Tuition:
A. Snless returned la'st night
Mr. Camfleld is proprietor of Gree- Philadelphia
62 44 .585
Laa Cruces.
Boston
Gentlemen
his
which
bears
Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
ley's leading hotel,
53 51 .510
First Lieutenant Heald, adjutant. CAMFIELD OUTLINES PROJEG
" Grover Shillinglaw, a painter and
name. It Is one of the neatest hotels Cleveland
...48 64 .471
is over from Santa Fe First battalion, Albuquerque.
outside of Denver. It is of recent con Chicago
49 63 .480
Edward
sergeant
major,
Safford,
New
York
struction and quite modern. Mr. Cam
Ladies
admiring the city o great distances
45 55 .450
(Continued from Page 1)
First battalion, Santa Fe.
SL
Louis,
to
returned
has
C. N. Blackwell
field awoke to the necessity of a better
31 73 .298
Sergeant Jacob Safford, Company out.
Raton from Carrollton, Mo., where
During these trying months he hotel for the progressive little town. Washington
Fe.
Santa
F,
of
cooked his own meals, did the chores, Camfleld bought the old Oasis hotel.
"ha had been called by the death
payable half the 1st or 2nd lesson. The
Western League
Sergeant Frank Winters, Company and worked the farm between times. which at the time it was built was
balance tne btn lesson, term
his father.
Won.LosPct.
consists of ten lessous.
H, Las Vegas.
At any rate, there was room to spread considered quite classy.
Mrs. J. W. Barker left here this
59 40 .696
Des Moines
C. Sharp, Company
Sergeant
Joseph
when
uti
were
at
his
outer
walls
told
and
he
of
Foss.
A part
the
Oklahoma,
Afternoon for
acquaintances,
69 41 .500
Sioux City
H. Las Vegas.
he saw them, that he "really didn't lized, but outside of this the hotel is
which place her husband has purchas
43 .560 Supervisor of "International Dancing
Com
A.
Omaha
........EG
Albert
Hayward,
Sergeant
Masters Association.
mind."
new. The hotel contains an
entirely
ed a barber shop.
49
47 .510
Denver
pany H, Las Vegas.
He
He
in
the
finest
one
did
the
of
v.
farming.
artistic
regular
Miss Friedman, who has been em
lobby,
straight
.505
R. G. Head, Company
Wichita
......51 50
Plaaa it,Trumpeter
grew the usual farm products and state. It has a splendid dining room
Western League
ployed as a trained nurse
.454
v. ..46 ,49
Las Vegas.
Topeka
380 persons. When
hotel and sanitarium here, departs for
Score
R. IL E.
41 '59 .410
Pueblo
First Sergeant Hauser, Company D, marketed them, kept a few cattle and capable of seating
sheep and prospered in a modest way, the hotel was first built it had eighty-fiv- Lincoln
Chicago tomorrow.
300 210 lOx 7 11 0
34 66 .340 Omaha
:
Silver City.
Mrs. A.. E. Townsley, who had been
rooms, but this number was found
Sioux City
000 000 000 0 6 1
Private Fern Enos, Company F, It was while on the farm that he first
the guest of, Mr. 4 and Mrs. Benigno Santa Fe.
began to notice the problem of Irriga inadequate and a new $65,000 addition
Hollenbeck and Cadman; Johnson,
PLAY TODAY.
THEY
WHERE
tion hat was to make his fortune, for is being built.
Romero, departed last evening for her
Chabeck and Shea.
National League
now
and again the water supply would
home In Silver City, N. M.
The rooms are luxuriously furnishR. H. E.
Score
HUMAN FLY SUTHERLAND
Boston at Cincinnati.
Mrs. Mann-Baildaughter, Miss Ma-Des Moines ....000 201 001 4 5 3
SPENDS DAY IN LAS VEGAS almost entirely disappear and he ed, there being a private bath with
010 011 0025 9 1
Lincoln
lia, Mrs. Bearinger, Mrs. Mitten and F. S. Sutherland, known the world would lose crops for the lack of water, nearly every room, hot and cold wa Brooklyn at St. Louis.,
New York at Chicago.
The
The
from
the
air.
fresh
and
Rood
Miller
ter.
and McManus;
daughter cams home today from an over as the "Human
accruing
rapid
profits
light
McGregor,
Fly," being en farm
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
the youth, and he kitchen Is one of the bset equipped
Maaon.
and
encouraged
Farthing
outing at El Porvenlr resort.
of
tn
hazardous
the
occupation
gaged
American League
Mrs. J. Regensberg and sons, Mor
determined to do things on a big in the state and since' the hotej was
smoke stacks, church steep
at New York.
to
some
American Association.
and
had
has
He
Chicago
scale.
cuisine
been
now,
ris and Joseph, who had been here painting
capital
equal
opened the
and the like, and who
Milwaukee-Loui- s
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
on
hotels
in
he
the
three
At
started
Milwaukee
on business, departed today for their les, flag a poles
of
after
the
of
years
that
many
larger
national , reputation some
gained
Detroit
at
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TO SAVE THE BOYS

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU
in a hundred waysand, in ONE of Them at Least, TO-D-

If

A

RAIKES" IDEA IN STARTING SUNDAY SCHOOL

YJ

Movement That Is Now World-WidHad Humble Beginning In an English City One Hundred Year
Ago.
e

THE OPTIC

ADVERTISE
First

tardea

5

iv-s-

Cents a Line

20 Cents Per Line By Week

line

i

50 Cents Per

By Month.

USE

ROBERT

One Sunday morning, a hundred
years ago, a workingman, carefully
dressed in his best suit, came out of
his house on the main street of the old
English town of Gloucester and
strolled leisurely down the hill. 'The
New Inn was fronted then, as It Is
by a square garden overhung
by the carved galleries of the tavern.
well in the
There was a moss-clacenter, and about ltwere beds of
pinks lind columbines.
But the calm of that Sunday morning was destroyed by a crowd of street
boys who fought over the flower beds,
making the day hideous with their
noise and coarse talk.
The printer for printing was his
work on weekdays stopped la tha
midst of the crowd and looked steadily
at the boys. Presently he said to himself: "At this rate those boys will
soon go utterly to the bad. That must
not be! There are good possibilities
in them. Here, boys," he called aloud,
"come with me!"
He led them, yelling and pushing,
down the street into his own quiet
house, planning as he went how to
keep them there.
"I am going," he said, presently, "to
start a school for you. Now and here.
It shall be a free school; I will be the
teacher."
The boys received the news with
shouts. They were too ragged and
grimy to go to church on Sundays.
No other decent place was open to
them. t
The'-nexSunday his house was
crowded with the same class of children.
The idea of a free school on Sunday
appealed to every Christian as a most
hopeful plan for the rescue of children
from wickedness. It spread through
the town, through the shire, through
England. It was adopted in France
and Germany; It made Its way to Australia and to the United States. Now,
in every country in the world and in
every sect there are these schools, in
which, every Sunday morning, the
Bible story is told, without money and
without price.
In the staid old city of Gloucester
they still show you the New Inn and
the garden where the boys played,
and the old brown house with its
peaked roof In which Robert Raikes,
that long-agmorning, taught the first
Sunday school. From Rebecca Hard
ing Davis' "Three Little Stories" in St
Nicholas.
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ABSORBLITS

DO YOU KNOW
'

Whereas, Scarlet

fe-re-

has existed

lu the town and city of Las Vegas for
ove.- - a year past, resulting In
thj loss

of life; and,
Whereas, Several cases of such dis
ease have developed la the subl'e
Rebecca Who was de bes' man at
of our city during the part
.
de wedd'n, Jonsln'T
year; and,
Johnslng Dat's a point what atn't
Whereas, Said disease is still in
settled yet, Rebecca. Judge.
existence in this community; therefore be li
"Did she refuse him?"
Robolved, That this board Is in fav4 "Practically; she said she would or of adof
ting such means as may be
v
4 not marry him till he arrived at
for thi complete eradicanecessary
years
4
4 of discretion."
tion of 6i.ch disease. That
Life.
Brooklyn
4
thj city
4
phycician be instructed by the proper
4
4
of the city of Las Vegas
4
4 She How could you tell papa that authorities
4
4 you were up every morning In time to make r. complete inspection of ths
4
4 to see the sun rise, when you dont entire city of Las Vegas to ascertain
the true condition with reference to
4
4 get up till 9?
said
He
disease.
4
That's
all
sun
The
4.
right.
4
4 rises until noon, doesn't it?" Boston That thj public schools ,f the city
be not opened until the
Transcript
city physician
shall ceivify to this board that the
Englishmen who object to the lan said disease has
been
ihonughiy
guage used by baseball writers have eradicated, or Is under control "withtoo little knowledge of the game to out any danger of further
WANTED A good clerk, one who
spread re- know that if they want to attract at- sult'ng therefrom.
speaks English and Spanish fluenttention they must reserve their critThat no pupils within the city, com
ly.
Inquire at this office. ,
ical energies for the umpire. Wash- ing from any home where said
disease
ington Post
has existed, can enter sail schools unMEN LEARN
BARBER
TRADE
til the said city physician sha'l
Short time required;
graduate
"What will your mother say to you a certificate that the said home give
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar
has
when you get home?" said one boy.
beei thonughly fumigated and disin
bar college, Los Angeles.
"She'll gtart In by asking me some fected, and the eald
cannot
pupli
hypothetical
answered spread the said disease to others. That
questions,"
precocious Willie.
no pupil from the outside of said
city
"What are they?"
lims sha!! be permitted to enter said
FURNISHED ROOMS, ail modern
"Questions that she thinks 6he city schools
coming from any home
conveniences. Peter Murphy, 910 knows the answers
to before she where said disease has
Fourth etreet
existed, and
starts to talk." Washington Star.
such pupils from without th
.it
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room In
limits as have heretofore attended
Mrs. McGillicuddy, thinking her aiu scnoois snail
private family with no children.
nrespnt tn
Modern conveniences Including bath, husband was rather late In coming schcol authorities a similar certificate
electrlo light and furnace heat. Four home on Saturday with his pay, went as above provided.
blocks from postofflce. Inquire Op-ti- c to the police station to inquire If he
Trat in case the present ordinance
was there.
in regard to epidemic diseases
office.
of th?
"Is my Pat "ere?" Bhe asked.
city of La. Vegas are not effective to
OR
RENT
Two
I
"No," replied the inspector on carry out the sense of
large airy
tbls resolution.
ed rooms; separate or In suite. 1059 duty, "but sit downr we're expecting mat we
city council be requested to
him
Sixth street.
every minute." Philadelphia
pas j such ordinances as will accom
plish that result
That the
and asstat
Host (to belated guest) I want to ance of
the physicians of the city and
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving introduce you to Colonel Hankthunder town of Las (Vegas is
nereby re- and caddie horse, also two seated as soon as I can catch his eye; but quested.
buggy and harness. Price right P. O, you'll have to talk in a loud tone of
That tho city physician oe
voice. He's very deaf.
request
P. O. Box 88.
eu io iunusn to this board a !ist
of
Belated Guest Whee. He's got a
ail house and families where oonta- FOH SALE
Legal blanks of all d mug on him that would stop a clock)
uj mice-nunaiseases, espec
Colonel
HankthuncJar (suddenly o'
Bcription. Notary seals and records
scarlet
ially
fever, are or have been
at the Optic office.
turning) What's that? sir.
Host Er Colonel, I want you to present, during the past year an
also any cases that may occur in the
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op- know Mr. Si pes.
He was Just refuture.
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
to
a
me, "What
marking
strong face That wlen
suc.1 list is obtained, a
the colonel has."
copy thereof be "urnished the superintendent of our schools with a
copy of
"Well, gentlemen," said Tompkins this
LOST Pair of gold spectacles, bet to a couple of his friends, "you can see resoktion, with instruction to
that same is strictly comnlip
ween Presbyterian church and resid- talk as much as you please about the
with.
ence of Jefferson Raynolds. Finder Inferiority of women, but there are
TIat a
0! this resolution he
kindly deliver at First National or lots of them that can discount most certified copy
to the city council f the
of us for brains. Take my wife, for
Plaza banks, or phone Main 288.
Instance. She's got twice as much city of Las Vegas and to tha town
LOST One memorandum book,leath sense as I have, and I ain't ashamed council acd board of education of the
town of Ibs Vegas, with the reauest
er covered, one memorandum book, to acknowledge It, either."
cardboard flexible cover. Finder re
herewith.
"But don't you think," eald one of mat tney
Dated this 12th day of July, A. D.
turn to to Optic and get reward.
his auditors, "that you put rather a
low estimate on your wife's Intel- 1903- W. G. HATDON,
,
uxiAa tammb,
Our Idea of a wise man is one who lectual powers?"
present
Clerk of Board of Education
never argues with a woman.
Pat got a job moving some kegs of
.
HTn
man manes his m:trk in
"""J
Baby Morphine Fiends
powder, and to the alarm of the fore
are made by all soothing syrups and man was discovered smoking at his the world with a whitewash brush
baby medicines that contain opium work.
Cholera Infantum Cured.
and naroctlcs. McGee
"Gracious!" exclaimed the foreman. C
Baby Eltxrf
contains no injurious 01 narcotls drugs '1Do you know what happened when a
Something like two years ago my
of ary kind. A sure and safe cure man smoked at this Job some years baby, which was then about a year
for disordered stomachs, bowels and ago? There was an
old, was taken seriously ill with cholexplosion which
cretiulnets splendid for teething ln
era infantum, vomiting and purging
fants. Sold by Center Block Depot blew up a dozen men."
inat couiani nappen nere,'; re profusely," write- J. F. Dempsey of
Drug Co.
Ala.
"I
uempsey,
did what I could to
turned Pat, calmly!
relieve
her
but
did
her no good, and
"WTiy not?"
Undertakers also come under ibe
"Cos there's only me and you was being very much alarmed about her
head of scientific boxers.
went for a physician but failed to find
tne reply. London News.
one, so came back by Elder Bros &
asthchronic
with
People
Carter's store, and Mr. Elder recombronchitis,
ma and lung trouble, will find great
The would-bdona paced the mended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
prima
s
in
relief and comfort
ana Diarrhoea remedy. I
Foley Honey
procured a
and Tar, and can avoid suffering by floor with nervous emotion, "Julian," ouiuo 01 u, went
nome as
as
she
suddenly demanded,- "what opera poss1Die ana gave the baby quickly
commencing to take it at once. O. G,
a dose of
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
do you think would do Justice to my mo remeay. it relieved her in fifteen
minutes and soon cured her entirely."
voice?"
emu ujr an ueaiers.
And Julian, the manager, tugged at
his black cigar and responded sar
The only sure way to change a wodonically;
man's
views Is to agree with them.
"Ah, madam, it would be a pleasure to hear you In the great anvil
No matter how long you hare
chorus. Tour voice would make the
gut
tered, Foley's Kidney Remedy will help
blacksmith scene perfect"
"And the connection between my you. Mrs. S. L. Bowen. of Wayne. W.
Va.. writes: "I was a sufferer from
voice and a blacksmith, sir?"
kidney disease, so that at times I could
"The heavy rasp in it, madam; the not
get out of bed, and whan I did, I
!
could not stand straight I took Folheavy rasp."
And then Julian escaped from the ey's Kidney Remedy. One dollar botgreenroom Just In time to dodge a tle pnd part if tie second cured me
entirely." It will cure you. O. O.
gilded chair. Chicago News.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Tbe Optic Is the medium from
which the general public may al- ways have their wants supplied.
Advertisers Bhould remember
that letters directed to initials
only, are not delivered through
the postofflce. If initials are us-ed they should be directed to
the care of some person, firm,
posiornce oox or this office.
Closing time for classified ad- yertisements la 12 o'clock, noon,
the day they are handed In.
Want advertisements can be left
at The Optic office, telephoned
to Main 2, or sent through the
mails to The Daily Optic. Cash
with ad required."
Phone Main 2
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Humor.

The temple of art devoted to that
peculiar form of entertainment yclept
"polite vaudeville," was crowded to
suffocation as Messrs. Biff and Bang,
the refined sketch team and sidewalk
conversationalists, stepped Jauntily to
the footlights. In response to the deaf
ening applause Messrs. Biff and Bang
bowed condescendingly, as though it
hurt them.
Without further preliminary Mr. Biff
hit his partner on the rear of his am
ple trousers with a stuffed club, remarking: "It's a wise man that knowq
his own mind."
And Mr. Bang, not to be outdone In
this little' exchange of pleasantries,
promptly burled an ax in the skull of
fr. Biff, remarking the while: "It's a
wise man that minds his own nose."
Whereupon the intelligent audience
screamed with delight and voted Biff
and Bang the best ever. "And yet
they were a frost in the London halls,"
commented a man in the front row.
"The English have no appreciation of
real humor."
Poisoned by Honeysuckle.
One of the most favorite and beautiful of our flowers is the common
honeysuckle, but it would seem to
have its dangers. The London Lancet

mentions a case occurring in the practice of Dr. Engh 'of Volden, in which a
little boy two years old was poisoned
by its flowers.
The child, after being in the garden
playing with the flowers, became tired
and drowsy and then complained of
thirst. Our contemporary describes
the symptoms that followed and adds
that the boy made a good recovery
but was peevish and inert for some
days. Various kinds of honeysuckle
have been used medicinally as diuretics and diaphoretics, and it is well
that it should be known that some of
the varieties at all events are far
from harmless. The flowers appear to
be specially dangerous when freshly
picked.

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
Lovers of horse racing will hare the opportunity of a
lifetime at the

29th, Annual New Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition in
Albuquerque, October
$6500 is offered in purses,

the most imposing: array of
the south-wes-

to 17.

and the prospects are good for
stake races ever pulled off in

t.

As Albuquerque this year is on the Fair circuit with Pueblo, El Paso, Dallas, and Phoenix, she will have her pick of
the very fastest thoroughbreds in the South-wes- t
to break the
trip from the Colorado Fairs, and the Texas towns and Arizona.
The running and harness program will be a little better
than anything ever previously seen on the Albuquerque track.

The latter has been improved and made the best track in
with an enlarged Grand Stand and other addition, which make Traction Park the ideal racing place of the
South-westhe

South-wes-

t,

t.

The stable room has been doubled and horse men will
have every convenience and accomodation.
Lovers of fast horses will miss something exciting if they
miss the Twenty-nintFair.
h

W. G. TIGHT,
President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,
Secretary.

ESI Summer
ELM

Rates East

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

Fare For tne Round Trip.

Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs
Denver

Kansas City, Mo
Si. Louis ......
Chicago,

111 .

$11.90
$13. 70

-

.

$16.60
$31.30

$40.30
$46.30

. .

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.
R. W. HOYT,
Agent.
A man who boasts that he picks his
Many a young man starts in to work
fired with a noble ambition then the company usually picks flaws therein.
ambition evaporates and he gets
fired.
Twas a Glorious Victory.
There's rejoicing in Fedora, Tenn. A
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
man's life has been saved, and now Dr.
Have you neglected your Kidneys? King's New Discovery Is the talk of
Have you overworked your nervous the town for curing C. V. Pepper of
"I could
system and caused trouble with your deadly lung hemorrhages.
not work nor get about," he writes,
Have you "and
kidneys and bladder?
the doctor did me no
but
pains in loins, side, back, groins and after using Dr. King's New good,
Discovery
bladder? Have you a flabby appear- three weeks, I feel like a new man,
ance of the face, especially under the and can do good work again." For
weak, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
eyes? Too frequent a desire to pass and
colds, hemorrhages, hay fever, la
urine? If so, Williams Kidney Pills grippe, asthma or any bronchial
afwill cure you, at Druggist Price BOc. fection it stands unrivaled. Price bOo
Williams' M'fg. Co., Props., Cleveland. and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold and
ail druggists.
O. For sale by Center Block Drug guaranteed by
Store.
60 YEARS'
"V EXPERIENCE
.V
The difference between a woman's
temper and a man's is merely that
she can turn hers loose without
swearing.

Great Curiosity.
The manager of the side show
mounted the platform.
"And here, ladles and gentlemen,"
he remarked impressively, as he placed
his band on the long, flowing locks of
a pale young man, "we have one of the
greatest curiosities this broad country
has ever known."
"And what is so curious about him?"
asked a voice in the crowd.
"Why, ladles and gentlemen, he is a
Disagreeable at Home
Indiana poet
real, live
Lots of men and women who are
who has written a score of poems this
agreeable with others, get "cranky" at
spring and not once has mentioned the home. Its not
disposition, its the liver.
"
word 'fishing.'
If you find In yourself that you feel
cross eround the house, little things
Different.
worry you. lust buv a hnttla f n.x.
"What a look of admiration you had lard's
Heibine and put your liver In
on your face while she was singing!"
shape. You and everybody around you
"I suppose I did."
will feel better for It Price GO cent.
"You admired her singing then?"
per bottle. Sold by Center Block De
"No, I admired her nerve."
pot Drug Co.
,
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With the eucalypts are able to stand

Wheeler Bldg.

E.

Las Vegas

bilities of eucalyptus growing in
have
southern Texas, arrangements
Just been made by tbe forest ge.vlce
with Prof. E. C. Green, in charge of
the bureau of plant industry- - experi
ment station at Brownsville. Texas, to
6tart a very thorough experiment at
that 'point Approximately ten acres
of land will be cleared this summer
and devoted to the planting of a
number of different species of eucalyptus, which are commercially valuable, and which at the same time give
promise of being best adapted to the
climatic conditions of southern Texas.
Mr. Rogers, who has Just returned to
the district office of the forest service at Albuquerque after investigating conditions in southern Texas,
states that several varieties of eucalyptus were found growing near
Mercedes in southern Cameron county. Most of these trees were planted three years ago, and have made
very good growth.
There is probably no single genus
of trees which has received such
world wide recognition as the eu
calyptus, or gum trees, as they are
frequently called. Owing to many
remarkable qualities, they have been
introduced from their native home in
Australia Into California, southern Europe, Africa, Asia and maDy parts of
South America. One of the extraordinary features of the eucalyptus is
that they not only grow exceedingly
rapidly, but also produce wood of exceptional hardness. Among its uses
the wood enters into the construction of buildings, ships, bridges, railroads, piers, poles, paving, vehicles,
furniture and agricultural Implements.
Although they have been planted so
jrenerally throughout the world, their
planting range within the different
countries Is very strictly defined by
climatic conditions. Eucalypts thrive
best in a subtropical climate, and for
this reason southern California and
portions of Mexico offer the best conditions for the growth of these 'trees
The particular
on this continent.
factor with which, tbe eucalypts have
to contend In southern Texas Is that
owing to the warm, more or less
even temperature during the winter
the trees become rarely dormant,11 so
that when a cold wave comes It Is
liable to injure them more or less
severely. In regions" where the temperature decreaseg gradually during
the autumn, the growth of the previous vear has time to mature and

a

tempera-

ture than they can in Texas.
Owing to their rapid growth the
eucalypts make a very effective windbreak in a short time, and since windbreaks sre greatly needed in this
region these trees will probably be
planted considerably for this purpose in extreme southern Texas, despite the fact that they are liable
to be killed back to a certain extent
by occasional frosts. If the trees are
cut back, however, they generally
A
sprout readily from the bole.
duration of favorable weather for a
lso enable tbe
few years would
planter to harvest a considerable crop
of wood material.
The possibilities
of growing eucalypts for windbreaks
as well as for the protection of forest
crops, will be covered In this experiment which will be established at
Brownsville.

IMPORTANT WATER
RIGHTS SETTLED
The territorial board of water com
missioners concluded its business at
Santa Fe.
In the matter of protest of Sidney
Wilcox vs. N. B. May, the board up
held the decision of Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, giving May
the right to construct Irrigation works
on Tortoltta creek, near Nogal, subject to whatever rights Wilcox may
have. May has used the waters of
the creek for the past twenty years
for irrigation and recently decided to
make some improvements making formal application for the water right
which brought the protest from Wil
cox.

The board also practically upheld
the territorial engineer in the matter
Liked to Do Man's Work.
of the appeal of Aubrey & Crozler, ap
SALBT LODGE. NO. 77, FRATERBecause of the declaration of
plicants for the Mohawk canal which
Annie Bugelnortb of BurlingOF AMERICA
NAL UNION
is to take waters out ot the Gila to
MerU first and third Wednesday of ton, Conn., that she wore male attire
irrigate' 10,000 acres in New Mexico.
Auhad
Territorial Engineer Sulllin
each month at Fraternal Brother- because she liked it, her father,
gust Bugelnorth, a farmer, has beea
67.5 second feet and his decihood hall. Chas. Trambley, F. M.; saved from
granted
arto
was
He
Jail.
going
slitrur
sion was approved with a feBertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. Vis- rested on complaint of neighbors,
Invited.
modifications.
members
who insisted that he forced the garb
cordially
iting
In the appeals of the Vlctorlo Land
and the toll upon bis daughter to save
SVBBEKAH
and Cattle company and Lyman H
LODGE, I. O. O. F., the wages of a hired man. The father
by his
meets second and fourth Thursday was followed to the lock-uMcNett, for tbe use ot the waters of
I. daughter in a .high state of rage, and,
at
the
month
each
of
Apache Telo in Grant county, the
evenings
after explanation before the local
board found that the former was en
O. O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker,
was
father
justice of the peace, the
titled to the waters of the spring and
N. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V. G.; discharged. The girl, clad In a rough
that therefore there was no water
F. Dalley, Secretary; Ade- working suit, overalls and a sombrero,
Mrs.
said that she could not be happy
surplus for appropriation to McNett,
line Smith, Treasurer.
without continued life in the open air
The Victorio Land and Cattle com
AND and plenty of work.
has made beneficial use of the
pany
P, O. E. MEETS SECOND
"I can make a man's wages," she
each
waters
of "the
for many years
evenings
fourth Tuesday
said; "and I can have all a man's FREE DISPENSARY METHODS and owns all spring
the land surrounding it.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting fun. Fm not doing any harm and I
brothers are cordially invited. W. want to be let alone. There are not
Sufferers From Kidney Trouble,
Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler ; D. W, Con- men enough In this town, anyway.
Bladder Trouble or Rheumatism
to
out
of
the
I'm
way
Just
n
stepping
"For some years I suffered from in
can
Have Free Treatment.
don, secretary.
make room for the girls who are so
tense colicky pains which would come
crazy about getting married."
REGULAR
WRITE TO THE ADDRESS BELOW on at times and from which I could
STAR.
ASTERN
fourth
and
becond
I. S. Mason, of
It la important tor tbe find no relief," says
The Painful Way.
month.
each
afflicted to know that if Beaver
of
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Dam,
Ky.
Thursday evenings
a
said
W.
are
T.
Bull,"
"The late Dr.
any among them
Diarrhoea
and
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or
Remedy
Colic,
of
rheumatism
All visiting brothers and slaters are
for a
suffer from Inflammation was recomended to me by a friend.
A. Philadelphia physician, "had,of
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah
ot the bladder, kidney
unusual knowledge
drugs.
surgeon,
trouble, etc, a free treat- After taking a few doses of the remedy
of narcotic drugs
Chaffln. worthy matron; Mrs. Ida His .knowledge
ment ean be had by writTo
a
success.
on
his
ing Dr.Lynottof Chicago, I was entirely relieved. That was four
surgical
helped
Beellnger, secretary.
who uses free medical years ago and ther has been no re
natient of Dr. Bull's an operation was
dispensary methods, as turn of the symptoms since that time."
NO. almost a pleasure.
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these ailments free of This remedy is for sale by all dealers.
at "He was once talking about the
too late
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when
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o'clock.
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in nerves.
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ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
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Ward. Secretary.
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LAZIEST
MAN IN NEWSPAPER GAME.
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,

August 13th.

Col. Charles
the object of determining the possi considerably lower minimum

BEST
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10 BE

CO.

DENJJIS, Manager
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still has a

Phonograph,
any

thing that

Telephone Main 2

Printing Office "Cub" Relates How
Forty Years Ago the Popular
Writer Would Bribe Him Not
to Be Disturbed.
W. Landsittel Is the grlzxled foreman of the Lyons Republican, which
is the Republican organ ot Wayne
county. New York.
"I've been in this business for SO
reporter as
years now," he said to
he stroked his grsy mustache, "and
I have seen some laty people in my
time. Tea, sir, while the newspaper
business Is exacting and telling on the
nerves, it does harbor some real lazy
folks from time to time."
"Whom do yoa consider the champion lazy man of the newspaper
game?" he was asked.
"That is so easy to answer," was his
reply, with a wan smile. "Almost any
in this business
of the real
would give you his name right off the
baL Why, Mark Twain holds the
belt."
The Republican's foreman reflected.
"I was a printer's devil on the Buffalo Express 40 years ago," he said,
"and one of my duties was to sweep
the room where reporters and editors
worked. Every day during the time
that Mark was a partner in the publication of the Express I was bribed by
him in the cause of rest and ease. I
would sweep every corner of that
room, and when I came to Mark's
desk, on which his feet reposed, be
would look me over and ask me to go
away. 'I don't want my part of the
office cleaaed up,' be would
say.
'Please don't make me move, I'm so
comfortable.' Then he wonld give me
a nickel to get away from him and
leave him in his own corner without
any of the debris of the business
cleared away. He would ratber die
there in the dust and truck than uncross his legs or tilt his chair back so
that I could sweep up."
Brother Landsittel stopped the press
long enough to find out what was chipping tbe corners of his pages as they
were swept downward from the big
rollers.
"Tes, sir," he ruminated, "he was
certainly lazy. One day he gave me a
nickel to dot an '1' In his copy for him.
He did certainly enjoy life, that man
did."
old-time-

J.

"Buffalo'
Jones
A Lifetime
with

Wild Animals"
Moving

Pictures
and

Stereoptican Slides

Prices 15c, 25c, and 35c
ALWAYS ON OPPOSITE SIDES.
Delaneey Nlcoll and Clarence Shear
Like the Connecticut Farmer
.
and His Wife.

j

When Delaneey Nlcoll pushes thai
bell on the pearly gates hell find)
Clarence J. Shearn Inside trying to
serve an injunction forbidding EL Pew
ter to open the portals, says the Newi ...
York Globe. Mr. Nlcoll and Mr.
Shearn are, perhaps, the best knockabout team in legal vaudeville
They are so consistently engaged on '
opposing sides that their tour In the
stirring melodrama, "The Gould Case;
or, Who Kept the Diary," which
should have attracted as much atten- Lambs cast, was1
tlon as an
dismissed with a mere nod by the
public. And yet it was the gentlemen' '.
ho are playing the legal lead who
Women and the Stage.
David Belasco was In his best mood ought to be under the performing;
while those who had the
at a dinner at the 8t Regis preceding spotlight,
show might!
his vacation his first vacation In 20 name parts In that tank
well be neglected. Mr. Nlcoll and!
hard
years.
long,
Mr. Belasco, in the course of a Mr. Shearn have fought each other,
Con-- j
learned review ot barefoot dancing, so long that the old story of the
- necucui iarmer migox weu appiy.
such
like
and
outcroptie;
problem plays
Dings of stage history, smiled and was riding back from the cemeteryj
his
with
after
hi
burying
nephew
said:
i
"It may be true, as some have wife.
bethe
said
she's
are
due
"Well,
gone,"
Immoral
plays
claimed, that
'
j
to the immoral taste of woman. Tes, reaved husband.
The nephew assented dutifully.
that may be true; but, gentlemen, did
"She kep" good care of me for 40,
you ever watch at the theater an el
derly, staid, perhaps somewhat unpre - year, said the relict.
The nephew said that was so, alas.
possessing wife, brooding over a nusband a little young?r than herself T
"And do you know," said the mourn- These wives, surely are no supporters er, "toward tee last i almost got to.
of the Immoral stage spectacle.
i
,
like her."
"Such a wife sat In one of my thea
ters during the production of a drama.
,
Soup Without a Spoon.
Tbe heroine, a beautiful glrL said at
a dramatic moment
Soup without a spoon seems even
" 'Merciful heavens, I am undone!'
harder to negotiate than meat with
out a fork, and we can- - sympathize
"The wife rose hurriedly.
"Come, Clarence,' she murmured, with the complaint recorded in the
sternly. "We've bad enough or this. diary of Felix Platter, a young Swiss'
I'm not going to have you drlnkin' in wno went to Montpellier in 1552 in
"
order to study medicine. He lodged
any Salome dance or dlsrobln' act'
in the house of his professor, Catelan,
N. Y. Times.
one of the greatest doctors of his
time, and yet writes Platter, "we1
Small Talk.
were compelled' to eat our stew in the
111.,
A young fellow in Bloomington,
usual French fashion, that Is to say,
who has been devoting himself lor picking the meat out with our fingers,;
some years to a young woman of that and then drinking the broth. In vain'
town, recently found himself in a most we begged our hostess to let us have
embarrassing situation Just as he had spoons, for not a single one was to
taken his courage in both hands and be found in the house, the only Implewas "going to ask the glri."
ment on the table being a large knife
"Harriet" he said, as he shifted his fastened with an iron chain. No one
feet uneasily and swallowed the lump here seems to have ever heard of
in his throat, "I'm anxious to have spoons, which we at home find so
was astonished.
you" Mr. Hummer," gently inter useful." Montaigne
"Tes,
hen he visited Switzerland In 1580,
ento find that "at all meals they put on
posed the young woman, by way of
couragement the table as many spoons as there are
Yell er Harriet" he again be people present"
anxious to nave you
gan,
Just then both parents or tne young
Instead of making a fool of a man
woman furnishes the opportunity
lady entered the room where tbe lovers sat
and lets him do the rest
the
said
desper"Oh. Mr. Hummer,"
ate girl, "what was it you were Just
n
telling me?" Harper's Weekly.
to-da-

all-st-
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Stromboli's Spasms..
Stromboli, In pouring out streams of
lava, is playing a most unusual part.
For the remarkable character of this
aeollan isle is that it vomits flame persistently and cinders spasmodically.
The Lighthouse of the Mediterranean
has been known to stick to Its func(without dropping
tion of torch-beare- r
an ounce of tar) for the space of 2,000
years. Whenever the tiny, irregular
eruption takes place the stones drop
back again into tbe crater. While the
ancients regarded Stromboli variously
as the smithy of Vulcan and the head
quarters of Aeolus, the men of the
Middle Aees looked upon it as the
main highway to purgatory.
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ELY'S CREArj.

Balm

Sure to Clve Satisfaction.

How It Happened.
"Where'd you get the spring over
coat?"
"Well, you see, I had a sure tip on
horse race."
"I never knew one of those tips to
pan out."
"Neither did I. So I oidn't r ay
Put the money Into this evorcoat, in
stead." Kansas CUy Journal.

Ll

CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold in the Head quietly .
Kestores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
Easy to ubb. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the nestrils and absorbed.
Large Size, B0 cents at Druggists or Vy
nnil. 'Liquid Cream Balm for use ia
atomizers, 75 cents.
I ELK
BROTHERS, 65 arrn St.. Kvm IforV,

It cleanses,
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DAILY

LAS. VEQA9

LAS VEGAS

DAILY OPTIC,

THURSDAY,

fIs Your Heating Stove

7.

just at hand from

io Good Order?

LAS

PHONE MAIN 379

.

Lxidwig Wm. Ilfeld,

the

VEGAS'

EXCLUSIVE

WEATHER REPORT

PANHANDLE

Use Our

Pride Flour
Also Hea;dquev.rters for
All Kinds of FEED

doors ajar, and it has become a renfor tramps and worthless
characters generally, particularly at
night. It is a menace to the neighborLocal showers tonight or hood and the agent having the property in charge would seem to have a
duty to perform.

August 11, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 81; mini
mum, 55; range 32; precipitation 29.
Forecast
Friday.

Arizona, has been left empty, all the

dezvous

Closing Ovit

At the Hub Saturday, all day any
of Walk-Ove- r
Oxfords, any toe, in
pair
Fidelia, infant daughter ot Victor
patents, tans, oxbloods, calf, vicl and
Dominguez, died of fever yesterday,
kangaroo, for' $2.85.

All

Four and five dollar Oxfords at The
Mrs. T. L. Delaney and little son,
'Hub Saturday, $2.85.
Francis, who have spent the ;ast
eight weeks in Trinidad, passed
Order your cream from T. T. through here for their home in AlTurner.
Mrs. Delaney was called
buquerque.
to Trinidad on account of the serious
Giver Urbansky, of St. Marys, Kan illness of her
sister, Miss Anna Boyle,
sas, stopped off here between trains who is at San Rafael hospital, and
on the home trip from Seattle, and
though still quite ill, is slowly Im
was the guest ot the Friedman family.
proving.

Refrigerators

An opportunity in the hottest weather to buy
Refrigerator cheap,

(LasVegas Roller Mills
'

131- -

A Simple Test

If you' .want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially)

you can easily find out.

Can You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

.

The First National Bank
NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

'

.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS.
Ass't Cashier.
.
Cashier.

MONEY SAVED

Dr, Price's

Ob Domestic Coal. Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.76
per ton Just what you want for cooking.

Ice

623 Douglas Avenue.

O. DROWN TRADING CO,,

Hm

DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

Bridge

Get Oar Prices before baying.

Si reet.

Cream Sugar

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON
I

none Main SI

The latest addition to the many
Foot Main Kt
superior articles produced by Dr
Price. It is without parallel in
the facility and quickness with
which it is made into a delicate
and delicious Ice Cream. It is a
boon to the housewife, for with a
moment's notice she can place'
before her guests an Ice Cream
remarkable for smoothness.fpala-tablenes- s
and purity. It is a successful finish to any repast

GRAPE JUICE

DO
We

have it to suit the taste of'&lV
'

made frotrConcord grapes,

H'madeifrom thejehoicest California grapes and
""

guaran-- "

colate, Strawberry,

food law by Calwa Products
Co. of San Francisco.

"teed under pure

Pistachio.

;

!l.

SIMS.
Grocer.

" Because Our

City

WHOLE WHEAT

go to

BREAD

Papen's

is Right.

Marking
Machine
Neat Work
Prevenl Errors

"WHAT IS HOME WITH
OUT

III 1 PAPEH,
GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Good Bread?"

Phone 144 end 145

It is always found at

oucher's

Miss Mollie Prlmo, who is possess
ed of a very charming soprano voice,
will render a solo at the Duncan

THE
opera house tomorrow evening, en
titled "In the Land of the Buffalo."
All Aboard for Harveal
This will be a rare treat to the music
as
Miss
loving people of Las Vegas,
Carriage goes oat Saturday morn
Primo has never been heard in pub ing returns following Friday. Leave
lic and appears on this occasion as a orders at Murphey'a or H.0. Brown.
special favor to Col. C. J. "Buffalo" Trading Co s.
Jones, who lectures tomorrow even
ing at the Duncan.
The best draft beer 1b the city. At
'
The Lobby, ot course.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, agea
la the wood. Direct from distillery to
Straight Guggenheim rye served
yon. At the Lobby, of course.
over the bar at the Antic..
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
t the Opera bar. Served from bar- Pabst's draught beer on tap only at
ffels on the bar.
Opera bar.

D

COFFEE MAN"

AH ALIAS

FINE ASSORTMENT

OF THE BEST

KINDS AND COLORS,

..,.

Les

tas Steam

Lc:Mry

CUT

WITH LONG STEMS

at 50 Cts Per Dozen

Las
Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION.
Phone Main 276
Prop.

HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
"
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
'
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
"
50 to 200 lbs. "

Less than 50 lbs.

"

"

:

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

"
.

,

',,Webb

- McGuire &
Phone Main 227

CRYSTAL ICE CO..
Our methods and appliances
are the best known. '
We would be pleased to
serve you.
MAIN 81

'

.

have installed a Monarch

Coffee, Maple Vanilla, Cho-

.
i

keeping right up to date we

FLAVORS,

Galwa,

in the

'

In line with our policy of

Guarantee
Satisfaction

best Meat

A

VERY LATEST

Phone Main 95

We

For the

2 when you have any
, Call up Main
news. The Optio wants It

THE

.

J. C. Johnsen (SL Son

r

Our second tie sale 75c and 50c
Late accounts from Denver are that
neckwear for 25 coming Saturday
Gonzales, of Las Vegas, who Is
Eloy
and Monday only, at- Talcherfs 615
under the name of George
passing
Lincoln, next to Wells-FargExpress James In Denver and who was shot
company.
by August Orshausky last week, has
had a turn for the better and it is
The noxious weeds in Lincoln park
are being mowed down under the di thought that he will recover. For sev
eral days he has been hovering bet
rection of the city park, commission
ween life and death and little hope
ers and the ground will be seeded to
for his recovery was entertained unblue grass.
til yesterday morning. He was mis
taken for a night prowler.
Gus Wmann's furniture not having
$et arrived from the east, the license
A fistic encounter, which gave
for his lunch car has been extended
of being on a par with the
promise
another week by the mayor, with the
Johnson-Jeffrie- s
bout, took
coming
consent of Interested parties.
place about 8 o'clock last evening on
the corner of Douglas avenue and
General hunting licenses have been Sixth street, when J. K. Durham and
Issued to M. M. Sundt, Richard R. C. W.
Barnes mixed up; Few blows
Green, C. P. Warner and C. L. Corn- were struck before Chief Coles stepstock; a bird license to Clark Wells ped in and called a halt. He arrestKarr and a fishing license to W." R. ed Durham, who wasMaken to
poTtee
Rally, of Kendrick, Oklahoma.
court and fined $5, which he paid and
was discharged. As for Barker, he
' No
quorum, hence no meeting of hid out, but this morning was arrestthe city council took place last night ed and also fined $5. Quite a crowd
Those to show up for the meeting was on hand to watch the encounter.
wee Aldermen Hubbard, Martin and
Rogers, with the mayor presiding. A
On sale at The Hub Saturday. All
motion to extend the already pro1
Walk Over Oxford shoes, blacks, tans
longed aldermanic vacation prevailed
and oxbloods. In patents, vici, call
and kangaroo. All go at $2.85.
Harry F. Lee returned to Albuquer
que yesterday from Los Angete i,
vlere he accompanied the remains of In connection with the illustrated
his mother, who died In Albuquerque lecture to be given by "Buffalo"
a week ago. Mrs. Le's body was laid Jones, at the Duncan opera house to
to rest in Rosewood cemetery, beside morrow evening, he will exhibit one
the remains of her husband, Judge of the finest specimens of mountain
William D. Lse, who died about a lion ever brought to this city. Col.
Jones will tell you how to capture
'
year ago.
these lions alive, chain tfiem, place
The house recently occupied by W. them in cages, with only the use of a
and chain. He also ex
S. Heydt and family at the corner of lasso, rope
tends a cordial invitation to anyone
Prince street and Grand avenue,- beto accompany him on his lion hunt
longing to James Chrystal of Winslow, and climb the tree and
capture these
wild beasts.

v

at Cost

shoes for our Saturday
Mrs. D. A. Camfield, wife of the
sale. The Hub, $2.85.
millionaire irrigation king, who is nw
visiting Las Vegas, with her three
Get the best at Nolette's barber
daughters and chauffeur, drove down
shop.
to Trinidad from Greeley, Colo., In
her big
Pierce Arrow
Lightning struck three telephone motor car and will spend a few days
poles on the Santa Fe line west of there, the guest of her sister, Mrs.
the court house yesterday afternoon, Fred Norcross. The
party made the
but did no particular damage.
trip by easy stages In two days' time
Walk-Ove-

focomor to HENRY LEV Y, Sixth Street

Phono Main 107

o

OF LAS VEGAS.

STORE

GOODS

All Ladies' House Wrappers, now on hand at Cost- ,Boys' and Girls Indian Suits, worth 51.50, now 98c
See late shimpment ot new Silk Under Skirts.

LOCAL NEWS.

Store That's Always Busy

,.'hone

DRY

The Hardwareman.

and for sale at the

V

AUGUST 12, 1909

i If cot let us order o a grate or a fire Pot NOW by
j
' freight and save 'express
charges ater. We can furnish
any part for any Stove made in the United States.

Fresli Watermelons

IS

AUGUST 12. 1903

THURSDAY.

J. M. SENAcr
CzrtcorJct and iliustrszt

Commercial Designer and StiggeBter of Practical Ideas. Original P"
tinctive and Effective Designs. Phone 188 Main.,

